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alternative
energy
Story by Rob McMahon

Water, wind or sun? Before you build, learn the lay of your
land and choose the energy source that works best for you.
When energy consultant Elizabeth White moved to Quebec from England, she was struck by an intensely different
climate. “Coming from England, I was blown away by the
extreme climate here, and so I became interested in home
design for climate,” says White, who studied architecture and
designed her own energy-efficient house.
Years later, she’s working as an energy consultant, advising home and cottage owners how to best use the geographic
terrain of their houses when planning construction — especially if renewable energy sources such as solar, wind or
micro-hydro will be implemented. She tells owners to look at
the specific features of a piece of property. Does a site have
good access to direct sunlight, especially on the south side? Is
there consistent wind? Are there any seasonal or year-round
creeks nearby?
The following is a general introduction to the kinds of sustainable energy systems that might fit best with common terrain types. These suggestions, provided by White, Kevin Pegg

of Victoria-based Energy Alternatives (who writes the Elements column for Cottage) and Vancouver architect Richard
Kadulski, should be accompanied by additional research. This
can include a visit from an energy consultant and the use of
RETScreen or HOMER (see sidebar). As well, consider always
having a backup generator if a site is being used year-round.

Coastal Forest
As anyone who’s spent time in BC knows, forests — especially
those located near the coast — are often accompanied by fog
and rain. Along with shade from trees, such areas experience a large amount of cloud cover and fog throughout the
year. Because of this, cottage owners within this climate face
challenges in keeping a house warm using only solar energy,
unlike other climates that are much cooler in temperature but
enjoy more consistent sunshine. “In some coastal areas, fog is
an issue, particularly in the late summer,” says Pegg. “It’s very
geographically specific.”
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ABOVE: Wind power is
very site specific. Consult
a professional to determine if this is the best
option for you. RIGHT:
Have property on a
mountain? Before choosing solar power, spend
time on your site at different times of the day
and year. This will help
assess the amount of
direct sunlight you may,
or may not, receive.

Put optimistically, since the West Coast enjoys a milder
climate, not as much energy is required to heat the cottage.
Pegg also notes that the rain helps keep solar panels clean.
A hybrid solar and micro-hydro system can be a good
choice in these areas. Though site-specific streams are quite
common in forests, especially in areas near the sea. To capture as much solar energy as possible, install windows in
south-facing walls.
As well, wind power is an option, though Pegg believes this
solution is very site-specific. He encouraged people to conduct a professional consultation to determine if wind power
is a good fit.

Waterfront
Waterfront cottage owners planning passive solar systems
need to consider the effect water reflection has on solar gains.
If a cottage is sited on or near waterfront, roof overhangs
won’t protect the site from heat bouncing off the water.

Since most of the time people buy waterfront property for
its views, they may not orient the house to best collect the
sun’s rays. For this reason, when employing passive solar heating, people with north-facing properties should be looking at
better glass and the size of their windows — they shouldn’t
be wall to wall and floor to ceiling. If you are lucky enough to
have south-facing waterfront, be sure to install windows to
take advantage of it.
At some waterfront locations, wind resources can be constant and predictable enough to make wind turbines feasible.
Cliff-top sites aren’t good, since wind blowing across the
water hits the barrier. However, a shore-level location that
receives offshore wind can be ideal for generating energy. To
test a site’s viability, Pegg suggests flying a kite and checking
whether it flutters from side to side (bad) or hovers in one
area (good). “A kite can tell you a lot about how turbulent
the wind is,” he says. “If the kite is happy, the wind generator
will be happy.”

RETSc reen
Along with advisors like White and Pegg,
a piece of software developed by Natural
Resources Canada can help answer these
questions. RETScreen, which was developed
by the International Clean Energy Decision
Support Centre in 1996, is a free program that
can help users make decisions about renewable energy options.
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“The software is basically a pre-feasibility study,” says Kevin Bourque, project officer
with RETScreen. “It gives users the red light or
green light [for their projects].”
While architects and engineers are the
software’s main users, cottage owners can
also take advantage of the program to discover whether renewable energy is a viable
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option. Based on a site’s latitude, degree of
use (summer versus full-time), average wind
speed, temperature, weather and so on, the
software can predict whether different systems are possible.
“Each software module asks relevant questions for that [renewable] technology,” says
Bourque. “It won’t ask about shading if it’s a

Energy Alternatives Ltd.
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ABOVE: Solar panels
in the foreground
of this beach cabin.
Waterfront sites must
always consider how
water reflection will
effect solar gain.

Mountains
Cottages located in mountainous areas may lack direct sunlight during the winter, since the sun’s position might be lower,
surrounding mountains will make some sites shady. For this
reason, before making decisions around solar power, if possible, prospective owners should spend time on the site during different times of the day and year. If a cottage is only to
be used during the summer, chances are the site will receive
a fair amount of sun — but the opposite can occur during the
winter. Watch out for obstructions. For example, if a cottage is
constructed on the north side of a cliff or a tight valley, don’t
expect a lot of solar gain.
However, mountains often have seasonal or year-round
creeks, which allow for micro-hydro power. A small creek or
stream — either seasonal or year round — can be a great source
of electricity. Be conscious that during the winter months
in northern areas, streams can freeze over. However, during spring runoff, one can outfit a small stream with a power

hydro model, or about wind velocity if it’s a
solar project.”
Bourque further notes that the website
includes a training program for the software,
with a teacher’s voice recorded over a slide
show. Users can also download case studies
— which include examples of cottages — to
help inform their choices.

wheel. A small micro-hydro generator is one of the least expensive of all residential-scale electricity generating options, and
can produce a surprising amount of power.
Micro hydro systems can produce between 10 to 100 times
more power than photovoltaic and wind power systems that
cost the same amount. These tiny wheels supply a surprising
amount of power. They can usually run larger systems such as
microwaves, televisions, computers and so on, and are usually
reliable and predictable.
Since water flows consistently 24 hours a day, it requires
less battery storage than other technologies. When planning
for micro hydro power, consider the change in elevation of
a stream — since electricity is generated from water moving
from high to low levels, and the size of the creek or stream
(a larger one is typically faster-flowing) and so will generate
more power.
For these reasons, micro hydro is an important power
source in Canada’s remote communities, according to Natural

At present, over 100,000 users from 216
countries use the software. Version four, due
for release this year, incorporates a larger variety of clean power, heating and cooling technologies and energy efficiency measures. It
expands the geographic area covered by the
software to include off-grid and remote locations through NASA satellite information.

Pegg cautions that while RETScreen is a powerful tool, it is difficult to use without training,
and focuses on large-scale grid tied projects
rather than residential cottages. He points
to HOMER as a similar, more user-friendly
program.
To download a free copy of RETScreen, visit
www.retscreen.net.
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